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LITERACY
Semester One
Course
Code
jLARTJRN
jLCALLID
jLCITZNS
jLDREDFF
jLEATSUN
jLENDSRV
jLGPHDES
jLMEDSCI
jLPATPAT

Course Title

Semester Two
Course Title

Department

Art Journaling
Caller ID
Global Citizens
Dare to be Different
Eating Sunlight
Endurance and Survival – Staying Alive
Graphic Design
Medical Science
Paper Trails Paper Tails

Department Course
Code
Art
jLARTADR
English
jLCALLID
English
jLCRTCON
English
jLCITZNS
Science
jLDREDFF
English
jLEATSUN
Art
jLENDSRV
Science
jLFNTASY
English
jLQNTLIT

Art of Adornment
Caller ID
Creative Connections
Global Citizens
Dare to be Different
Eating Sunlight
Endurance and Survival
Fantastic Fantasy
Quintessential Literary Classics

jLQNTLIT

Quintessential Literary Classics

English

jLSPRTED

Sport In Education

Art
English
Art
English
English
Science
English
English
English
Physical
Education

jLSPRTED

Sport In Education

jLWLDANI

Wild About Animals

jLSYMSND Symbols and Sounds

Physical
Education
Music
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Science

Literacy

jLARTADR
Art
jLARTJRN
Art
jLCALLID

The Art of Adornment: Vikings
This course will look at adornment from the Viking culture and examine why people have always adorned themselves. You will look at traditional and
contemporary ways people make jewellery and tattoo. You will then put together a portfolio of your tattoo designs and make a pendant using clay, stone,
resin, plastic, wood or reclaimed materials.
Art Journaling
Write down your thoughts. Learn to use chance, colour, contrast, creative expression, ideas imagination, light, language, life, marks, nature, pattern,
perception, problems, photomontage, senses, space, symbols, techniques, tension and variety.
Caller ID
Where do we belong? What groups do we find ourselves in? Let’s discover through reading, film and writing, how people develop a sense of identity.

English
jLCITZNS
English
jLCRTCON
Art
jLDREDFF
English
jLEATSUN
Science

Global Citizens
Fascinating stories come from all corners of the world. In this course, we have the chance to find out about life for people in extraordinary circumstances, from
growing up in a trash heap in Brazil to overcoming the odds a little closer to home. We'll look at how people around the world embark on huge adventures and
the amazing stories that result.
Creative Connections
All life is a process of connection. Playfully combine and mix different things together to create your own imaginative art. Learn about creative artists that
play ideas. Write about art in an art journal.
Dare to be Different
We're not all the same. Why should we be? We can blaze our own trail. Let's discover through reading and writing, just how people have created their own
identity and have followed their own path. (Reading and writing will be a feature of this course)
Eating Sunlight
Link what we do in the green house and garden to what happens inside a plant. You will get to use a range of tools to keep both the vegetable gardens and
flower garden looking good. Learn the magic of growing plants from seeds and cuttings.
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Literacy

jLENDSRV

Endurance and Survival – Staying Alive
Challenging situations can happen. Through reading, writing and viewing, discover how people have survived over time.

English
jLFNTASY
English
jLGRPDES
Art
jLMEDSCI
Science
jLPATPAT
English
jLQNTLIT
G&T
English

Fantastic Fantasy
The idea that the magical can happen in the midst of the ordinary is fantastic. Fantasy really makes the phrase “Escape with a good book” meaningful. Our
everyday world is at times quite predictable and mundane. Some of us dream of having magical powers or coming across a mythical beast. Fantastic Fantasy
English will suit any Muggle who is passionate about writing, viewing and reading fantasy novels and films.
Graphic Design
Explore literacy in the context of graphic novels. Learn how to write and develop your own ideas for a graphic novel and then design an illustrate your own
characters and typography/fonts for it.
Medical Science
Study the components and functions of various human anatomical systems – e.g. circulatory, respiratory, muscular, sensory and reproductive systems and
investigate the causes and effects of various complications/diseases relating to the above systems and the scientific methods used to treat them.
Paper Trail, Paper Tale
From the day you are born, if not before, you have a paper trail; documents providing written evidence, a sequence of events or activities that are all about
you. This English course will look at your trail in the world so far and the paper tales of others, whether fictitious or true. Enjoy reading, writing, watching and
listening to novels, short stories, films, poetry and more.
Quintessential Literary Classics
This exciting course takes you on a fantastic journey, where you will discover classic text from different times and different countries. This course is for lovers
of literature, those who see English as a future academic pathway. Entry is via teacher recommendation only as some NCEA Level 1 standards will be attempted.
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Literacy

jLSPRTED
Physical
Education
jLSYMSND

Sport in Education
This course will teach both literacy and numeracy using a sport and physical education model. The learning in 2020 will follow a thematic approach, focussing
on major sports events including the 2020 Olympics. Students are encouraged to take this course in both the Literacy and Numeracy lines and it can be taken
for either one or both semesters.
Symbols and Sound
Study written music to learn and perform on an instrument. Create your own written score for other students to perform.

Music
jLWLDANI
Science

Wild About Animals
Investigate what it takes for an animal to survive in the wild. We will study how animals and other organisms develop adaptations that help them to obtain
food, reproduce and survive in their habitats and how changes to these habitats have limited their chances of survival. We will also look at how these
adaptations may be passed onto further generations to help ensure their future survival.
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NUMERACY
Semester One
Course
Code
jNCR8OPP

Course Title

jNENVPRO

Semester Two
Department

Course Title

Department

Create your Opportunities

Course
Code
Mathematics jNENVPRO

Envelope and Protect

Envelope and Protect

Technology

jNHLYWOD

Hollywood!

jNMATMTL

Math is Metal

Technology
Social
Studies
Technology

jNPRDODD
jNROCKET
jNSCLSCI
jNSHPTHG
jNSIZMAT

Predicting the Odds
CO2 Rockets
Scale of Science
Shape of Things
Size Matters

jNMATMTL
jNPRDODD
jNRSPNSE
jNROCKET
jNSCLSCI

Math is Metal
Predicting the Odds
A Measured Response
CO2 Rockets
Scale of Science

Social
Studies
Technology
Mathematics
Mathematics
Technology
Science

jNSHPTHG

Shape of Things

Mathematics jNSPRTED

Sports in Education

jNSIZMAT

Size Matters

jNWEPONS

Weapons of Math Instruction

jNSPRTED

Sports in Education

jNXMARKS

X Marks the Spot

jNYNGENT

Young Enterprise

Technology
Physical
Education
Social
Studies

jNHLYWOD Hollywood!
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Mathematics
Technology
Science
Mathematics
Technology
Physical
Education
Mathematics
Mathematics

Numeracy

jNCR8OPP
Create your Opportunities
This course is designed to allow time for you to develop and consolidate your understanding of key concepts and strategies in number and algebra. Practice,
VOC
repetition and feedback play an important role in transferring information into long-term memory so you will be working through meaningful independent
Mathematics
activities that will allow you to practise new skills through repeated exposure and effort.
The course is aimed at students working at or towards level 3 of the curriculum.
jNENVPRO
Technology
jNHLYWOD
Social
Studies
jNMATMTL
Technology

Envelope and Protect
Devices rule our everyday lives and e-learning journeys. You will design and make an original case to protect your laptop. Using applied mathematics, you
will develop your own patterns using measurement and calculate costings of your product.
Hollywood!
Enter the world of the Hollywood movie industry. Learn how a movie is produced and what directors do. You will learn about movie budgets, actor’s
salaries as well as other aspects of what it takes to make a successful Hollywood film.

Math is Metal
Applying mathematics in a practical way. Mathematics and metal work hand in hand. If you’re a budding metal worker, knowing how to measure, use
numbers and angles, is essential.

jNPRDODD

Predicting the Odds
This semester course will be made up of two modular courses. The Algebra Module will cover the algebraic skills required to continue to study Mathematics
at NCEA Level 1. You will learn to write and solve equations as well as understand the relationships between equations, tables and graphs. You will be able to
Mathematics
solve spatial and number patterns using algebra. During the Probability Module you will find out if it is more likely that you will win the lottery or go to the
moon. You will learn how we use probability all the time when we make decision. You will conduct experiments, calculate probabilities and discover the
best way to always win! If you wish to study mathematics at NCEA Level 1 then it is strongly advised that you complete at least two semesters of
mathematics courses whilst in the junior school. This course is open to students working at Level 4 and 5 of the curriculum. Please note that there will be a
change of teachers during the semester.
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Numeracy

jNRSPNSE
A Measured Response
This semester course will be made up of two module courses. The Measurement Module will be based on an Engineering inspired problem that will take you
G&T
through the metric system of measurement. You will learn how to deduce and use formulae to solve measurement problems whilst working towards solving
Mathematics
a real-life engineering problem. There may be opportunities for some learners to work towards NCEA Level 1 credits in Measurement. The Number Module
is an advanced number course. There will be opportunities for learners in this course to work towards NCEA Level 1 credits in Numeric Reasoning
This course is open to students studying at or very close to curriculum level 6.
jNROCKET
Technology
jNSCLSCI
Science

CO2 Rocket Vehicles
You will be building, testing and trailing various CO2 powered rocket vehicles. Concepts from mathematics and physics will be employed during the dragster
unit; including measurement, multiplication, division, use of formulae, graphing and estimation. This course allows you to use mathematical concepts in a
real world situation.
Scale of Science
Investigate the world of science, from completing practical investigations and looking at how mathematics plays an important role in many aspects of
science. Learning contexts will include Acids and Bases (Chemistry), The Science of Sport (Forces and Motion) and Shocking Things (Electricity)

jNSPHTHG

The Shape of Things
This semester course will be made up of two module courses:
The Number Module will cover the essential skills if you wish to study Mathematics at NCEA Level 1. In this course you will learn all you need to know about
Mathematics
number. In our ever-increasing technological world of work and play it is vital that you know how to solve problems involving numbers and properties of
numbers.
If you are interested in in becoming an Architect, Engineer, Builder, Designer, Chef…the list is endless then this Measurement Module will help you to
understand the world around you and even beyond. You will learn about the metric system and other key measurements such as perimeter, area and
volume of the shapes that surround you. You may be designing your own dream home or designing a product and its packaging or a piece of furniture to
meet a particular need.
If you wish to study mathematics at NCEA Level 1 then it is strongly advised that you complete at least two semesters of mathematics courses whilst in the
junior school. This course is open to students working at Level 4 and 5 of the curriculum.
Please note that there will be a change of teachers during the semester.
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Numeracy

jNSIZMAT
Technology
jNSPRTED
Physical
Education

Does Size Matter?
This course has been designed with you in mind and the development of skills, concepts and approaches for developing new ideas in spatial design.
Architecture both indoors and outdoors as well as product design (Engineering and everyday objects that we use) for the “real world”. Our concepts and
ideas are ever evolving as new and better technology is discovered and applied to our lives.
Sport in Education
This course will teach both numeracy and literacy using a sport and physical education model. The learning in 2020 will follow a thematic approach,
focussing on major sports events including the 2020 Olympics. Students are encouraged to take this course in both the Numeracy and Literacy lines and it
can be taken for either one or both semesters.

jNWEPONS
Weapons of Math Instruction
This course will allow you to develop and practise skills in measurement and statistics. Through engaging and meaningful tasks, you will become confident in
VOC
your skills and ability to problem solve. You will learn through a practical hands-on approach to solving measurement problems in a real-life situation. You
Mathematics
will learn how to use the metric system for measuring and be able to use methods for finding areas and volumes. This course will take you through the
Statistical Inquiry Cycle using a hands-on approach to collecting, displaying and analysing your own data.
The course is aimed at students working at or towards level 3 of the curriculum
jNXMARKS
X Marks the Spot
This course will be made up of two modules. In the first module you will take your Algebra Skills to the next level. This module will be perfect for you if you
G&T
really want to improve your knowledge and ability to use algebra in solving problems. You will learn to solve polynomial equations, exponential equations
Mathematics
and simultaneous equations. There will be opportunities for learners to complete NCEA Level 1 assessment in Linear Algebra. For the second module we
strongly believe that you learn better when you are curious, resourceful, resilient and collaborative. The mathematician Andrew Wiles is famous for having
solved what appeared to be a simple problem known as Fermat's Last Theorem. When he reflected upon the many hours he spent solving the problem he
described in detail what it is like to do mathematics, to be creative, to have difficulties, to make mistakes, to persevere, to make progress, to have a dream
and love what you are doing so much that you are willing to devote yourself to it for a long time. Of course, each mathematician's experience is different,
and most mathematicians do not work alone for such prolonged periods without discussing their work with others, but much of Andrew Wiles' experience is
shared amongst mathematicians, and reminds us of the rewards of perseverance in the face of difficulty. This module will be dedicated to working in depth
on a problem and seeing where it takes you. You will develop powers of reasoning, understanding of proof and you never know maybe an Abel Prize!
This course is for students working at or very close to Level 6 of the curriculum.
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Semester One

STEAM SEMESTER ONE
Monday

Wednesday

Friday

Course
Code

Course Title

Dep

Course
Code

Course Title

Dep

Course
Code

Course Title

Dep

BLAST

Blast from the Past

Social
Studies

ACTION

Acids in Action

Science

ARTEXH

Aspiring Artists
Exhibition

Art

CRTDES

Creative Design

Tech

DRAGON Dragon’s Den

CLIMATE

The Climate Challenge

Science

DIGSKL

Digital Skills Passport

Tech

GRWEAT

Grow and Eat

CLTVIL

Our Cultural Village

ESOL

HOCUS

Hocus Pocus

Science

HRZERT

Horizon Earth

LFERTH

Life on Earth

Science

INVSBL

Invisible Worlds

Science

LIBERTY

Life Liberty and the
Pursuit of Happiness

PREDFR

Predator Free Taranaki

KAICUL

Kai Culture

Tech

LIFWAG

Living a maximum life
on a minimum wage

PWRFSH

The Power of Fashion

METNED

Meet A Need

Tech

MKRSPC

Makerspace

REELIF

Reel Life

English

MKRSPC

Makerspace

Tech

MOIDES

SAYCHS

Say Cheese

Matariki

Tech

RCKBND

SPRTEX

Sport Excellence

Tech
MTRIKI
Physical
PTPTPT
Education
Drama &
STRART
Music

2 Stones, 3 Kete, 1
Journey
Rock Band

Paint Paint Paint

Art

SPDIET

Special Diet

Street Art

Art & Tech

SPRTEX

Sport Excellence

Tool Time

Tech

TARADIS

Taradise

TRUDET

True Detectives

WHTREAL What is Real?

Science,
Maths &
Tech
Tech &
English

TOOLTM
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Social
Studies
Science
Social
Studies

ELMUND El Mundo

Languages
Social
Studies
Mathematics
& Social
Studies
Technology
Art
Music
Technology
Physical
Education
Science &
Physical
Education
Social
Studies

Semester One

STEAM Monday

BLAST
Social
Studies

Blast from the Past
In this course you will learn about world events and topics from the 20th and 21st Century, such as terrorism, nuclear disasters, the two World Wars, the rise
of Nazi Germany and the Holocaust, race relations and even changes in cultural trends, such as music and fashion. You will be researching key events and
cultural trends from a decade of your choice. There will also be opportunities to study ancient civilisations and to discover their secrets. What do you want
to know?

CRTDES
Technology

Creative Design
This course has design elements that will be ‘drawn up’ in the form of graphical communication, to which the projects will be built. Learn how to draw,
measure, cut and use power tools and 3D printing in a practical situations.

DIGSKL
Technology

Digital Skills Passport
You will gain knowledge, skills and understanding of the design thinking process and computer aided design. You will learn the steps to follow to develop
digital media outcomes and to use appropriate tools, techniques and design elements using a variety of applications.

HOCUS
Science

Hocus Pocus
You will make sense of the magic and mystery of chemistry. This course aims to link theoretical knowledge with practical experiences. You will be
completing experiments and keeping a log of your observation and findings. You will link what you are experiencing in the macro world to the nano world

LIFERT
Science

Life on Earth
Investigate what it takes for an organism to survive in the wild. We will study what makes a species ‘living’ and how they are classified. We will study how
animals and other organisms develop adaptations that help them to obtain food, reproduce and survive in their habitats and how changes to these habitats
have limited their chances of survival. We will also look at how species reproduce and how their characteristics are passed from one generation to the next
to help ensure their future survival. Key Science learning areas: Classification, Ecology, Reproduction, Genetics and Evolution. Please note that this course is
very similar to Junior Literacy Wild About Animals.
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STEAM Monday

Semester One

PREDFR
Technology,
Science &
Mathematics

Predator Free Taranaki
We can all play a part to help protect and enhance our region’s precious biodiversity. Currently rats, possums and mustelids (stoats, ferrets, weasels) are
wreaking havoc on our native environment. This course looks at different ways that we can use science, technology and maths to help eradicate these pests.
We will analyse current trapping statistics in the region and look at different trapping methods, build our own traps and set them in our local environment
and investigate new and inventive ways to improve on what the Regional Council are already doing

PWRFSH
Technology
& English

The Power of Fashion
“Be the change you want to see in the world”. As an individual you can directly impact your environment with a statement. What are you passionate about?
What message do you want to put out into the world? You will use a fashion to promote your message to the world by up-cycling a garment in a creative
and thought provoking way. You will experiment with embroidery, screen printing, bleaching and dyeing, documenting this in a portfolio.

REELIF
English

Reel Life
Let’s get visual. Study films and see what is going on in real life. See how other people have lived. What can we learn from them? Close viewing, posters,
storyboards, comic will all help to show your understanding.

SAYCHS
Technology

Say Cheese
Ever wondered what it takes to produce those beautiful food photos that you see in magazines? This course will introduce you to not only creating some
modern food outcomes and how to plate and present them for service, but also how to photograph them so they look amazing and ‘good enough to eat’.
Each week you will be shown a dish which you will then produce. You will then need to create a photo – one per group – which will then be judged by the
class.

SPRTEX
Physical
Education

Sports Excellence
In this course you will challenge and test your fitness, develop skills, improve your understanding of game tactics and strategies. You will need to be an
active participant and prepared to develop your own leadership, team work and communication skills. This course can be taken for one or both semesters

WHTREAL
Music &
Drama

What is Real?
You will develop understanding of music and drama performance skills using the movies ‘The Matrix’ and ‘Ghost in the Shell’ as stimulus’. Themes like ‘reality
v dream’, ‘man v machine’ and ‘freedom v control’ will be explored through composition with digital software (sound trap) and live music playing, as well as,
physical theatre, stage combat and trust work. You will work toward producing an original piece of performance art composing to compliment a dramatic
concept.
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ACTION
Science

Acids in Action
Investigate the world of chemical and reaction, with particular focus on acids. We will study how acids and other chemicals are used in everyday life and
how their reactions with other substances can be used to improve our what of life

DRAGON
Social
Studies

Dragon’s Den
This is an introductory course that will start out basic economic concepts such as scarcity, wants and needs. You will then learn to do the basics for financial
awareness; opening a bank account, investing your money and balancing a budget. After you will learn what it takes to open a business that will provide a
product or service. Concepts covered will include marketing, entrepreneurship, slogans, logos and developing a business plan. You will then be part of a
Dragon’s Den module where you will explore the design process and marketing concepts for an innovative product and you will develop and devise a
business and marketing plan for it. You will be working alongside local business people and have the opportunity to learn by doing the real thing

GRWEAT
Science

Grow and Eat
Linking horticultural activities with plant processes. Daily activities in horticulture will be recorded in a garden diary. A range of plants found within the
school will be managed and described. You will learn how to maintain vegetable, fruit and amenity gardens.

HRZERT
Social
Studies

Horizon Earth
Have you ever wondered about the future of life on earth? Are you interested in people and the earth? Have you seen the Maze Runner, The Day After
Tomorrow, Armageddon, Deep Impact, I am Legend or Independence Day?
Find out how movies predict the future of our planet in terms of the climate, viruses, diseases, meteors, nuclear war, over population, extreme natural
events or reports and how they compare to geographers and scientist’s views.

INVSBL
Science

Invisible Worlds
Relying solely on what we see with the naked eye we are destined to miss an infinite world of wonder. Join this course to explore a microscopic world,
invisible in our everyday experience, find out what wonders lie below the limit of our sight. Then take a tour to some of the larger features of our universe,
some that we only perceive with the most powerful and advanced telescopic technology. Then zero in on the giants in our own cosmic neighbourhood, the
Solar System. By doing this course you’ll get an appreciation of these amazing invisible worlds.

KAICUL
Technology

Kai Culture
What is culture? How do we see, understand and promote it? How is culture experienced and shared through food? This course will take you on a journey
of discovery as we look at the concept of culture and in particular how culture and food are related. You will have a different food experience each week,
which will give you the opportunity to investigate similarities and differences between these food experiences.
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METNED
Technology

Meet a Need
3D Printing is a method of creation that requires only some basic computer skills and a few rules of thumb. This course will allow students to discover for
themselves the potential and limitations of 3D Printing though a build intensive design project. This course is an excellent option for anyone who ever
wanted to prototype an invention, create a work of art, customise a product or just make something cool.

MKRSPC
Technology

Makerspace
You will use a combination of 21st Century equipment and technology to create solutions for real world problems

MTRIKI
Technology

Matariki
This is a beginner electronics course in which we will research the cultural significance around the world of the star cluster known as The Pleiades, then we will design and
print a 3D plaques for our electronics star display.

PTPTPT
Art

Paint Paint Paint
Get into the gooey stuff and get close to painting. Explore different styles and learn new techniques. Be creative and follow your instincts. Open to all levels
of ability.

STRART
Art &
Technology

Street Art
You will be researching underground art movements as the inspiration for your own street art work. You will explore the work of Banksy and discover ways
in which people make political and personal statements through your art and your clothing. You will design, make and screen print a hoody/sweatshirt
based on your art work.

TOOLTM
Technology

Tool Time
Design and build garden art and garden tools. You will research concepts and ideas, prepare final drawings and learn finishing techniques to make your final
design.
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ARTEXH
Art

Aspiring Artists Exhibition
You will work towards an exhibition alongside creative mentors. You will be visiting gallery spaces and open studios and will produce a series of meaningful
works to be exhibited in a community space.

CLIMATE
Science

The Climate Challenge
This generation faces arguably the greatest challenge we will see in our lifetime. The Prime Minister describes it as our “nuclear-free moment”; tens of
thousands of NZ school students went on strike over it; governments around the world are spending billions of dollars on it. But what exactly is climate
change? Who is causing it? And what effect does it have on our planet? Can we stop it? If so, how? Join this course to explore climate change and use
critical thinking to find creative solutions to a problem that some say could wipe out our planet. You will be encouraged to enter the Taranaki Science Fair.

CLTVIL
ESOL

Our Cultural Village (English Language Learning)
This content of each student’s course will depend on their level of English language proficiency – reading, writing, listening and speaking with an emphasis on
communication skills

ELMUND
Languages

El Mundo
A fun introduction to Spanish for students curious about the Hispanic culture. This course is designed to develop basic oral and communication skills. This
course will suit students who have selected junior Spanish and also students wishing to learn more aspects of Spanish.

LIBERTY
Social
Studies

Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness
What is equality? All through history there have been groups that were ostracised and denied equal right and today people are having their rights oppressed
around the world, some worse than others. We will find out about the origin of Human Rights, how people and group’s rights are being violated today and
explore how these people and groups are fighting for equality. We will see how we might be able to help those in need by increasing awareness and getting
involved.

LIFWAG
Living a Maximum Lifestyle on a Minimum Wage
Mathematics For many of us our very first job will be paid at minimum wage. This type of job is a great way to earn some spending money, but is it possible to support
yourself on a minimum wage? What does it actually cost to live by yourself, pay your own bills and buy all your own food? In this course you will calculate
yearly expenses for a person earning minimum wage and then you will prepare your own budget.
MKRSPC
Technology

Makerspace
Students will use a combination of 21st Century equipment and technology to create solutions for real world problems.
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MOIDES
Art &
Technology

2 Stones, 3 Kete, 1 Journey – Maori Art and Design
Explore your imagination using ancient knowledge and legendary heroes as a vehicle to express yourself. You will gain an understanding of kowhaiwhai
design, tukutuku, whakairo and ta moko pattern. This will be transformed into artworks using contemporary materials such as stencil, paint, dyed harakeke
and resin using leading artists practice as inspiration.

RCKBND
Music

Rock Band
A hands-on performance based programme. Learn an instrument and play in a band. You will explore and perform music from the rock genreand other
related modern music genres such as reggae, pop, folk, hip-hop and more.

SPDIET
Technology

Special Diet
Designing a meal with constraints is not easy and this course will challenge and engage your creativity. You will be provided with a type of diet plus an
ingredient which must be used. Your task will be to design, plan and create a meal from these two constraints to produce a cool, stylish and interesting meal
for a consumer of your choice.

SPRTEX
Physical
Education

Sports Excellence
In this course you will challenge and test your fitness, develop skills, improve your understanding of game tactics and strategies. You will need to be an
active participant and prepared to develop your own leadership, team work and communication skills. This course can be taken for one or both semesters

TARADIS
Science &
Physical
Education

Taradise
We live in New Zealand’s secret paradise! Be part of a group who learn about our urban natural environment. Develop your bush and water survival skills.
Learn about native plants and animals. Fieldtrips will be part of this course and you will be expected to attend.

TRUDET
Social
Studies

True Detectives
Come on a journey to help us understand more about crime that affects us, the victims, the villains and the solutions to crime. From burglary to hate crime,
we will look at the types of crime people get affected by every day. Put yourself inside the heads of the criminals and find out what motivates them and why.
Find out about what makes people and groups more vulnerable to crime and how we can protect them. Think about urban design and how we can design
our community to be safer, inclusive and caring. We will partner with the New Zealand Police and the New Plymouth District Council in this programme.
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Semester Two

STEAM SEMESTER TWO
Monday

Wednesday

Friday

Course
Code

Course Title

Dep

Course
Code

Course Title

Dep

Course
Code

Course Title

Dep

ARTEXH

Aspiring Artists Exhibition

Art

DRAGON

Dragon’s Den

Social
Studies

ACTERTH

Active Earth

Science

CRTDES

Creative Design

Tech

DRKWOD

Darkwood Manor
Mystery

Drama

AMSPOR

American Sports

Social
Studies

DIGSKL

Digital Skills Passport

Tech

ERUPTS

Taranaki Erupts!

CLTVIL

Our Cultural Village

ESOL

MCRBMN
MKRSPC
PHTPHX

Microbe Mania
Makerspace
Phat Physics

KAICUL
LYRBTS
MEDSCI

Kai Culture
Lyrics and Beats
Medical Science

PREDFRE

Predator Free Taranaki

Science
Tech
Science
Maths &
Science &
Tech

Social
Studies
Tech
Music
Science

METNED

Meet a Need

Tech

LIFWAG

PWRFSH

The Power of Fashion

Tech

MISMRS

Mission to Mars

Science &
English

MANATU Te Mana o Tu

Maori &
Physical
Education

REEELIF

Reel Life

English

NRTNAT

Nurture Nature

Art &
Science

MKRSPC

Makerspace

Tech

SPRTEX

Sport Excellence

Bright Sparks

Tech

MOIDES

2 Stones, 3 Kete, 1
Journey

Art

SRVFUT

Future Survival

Street Style

Tech

NAVADO

Navigating Adolescence

TEAANY

Anyone for Tea?

Tool Time

Tech

ND4SPD

Need for Speed

Experimental Painting

Art

TRUDET

True Detectives

Physical
SPARKS
Education
Social
STRSTYL
Studies
Tech
TOOLTM
XPAINT
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ELMUND El Mundo
HLTHYHB Healthy Hamburger
INNMUS Innovative Music
Maximum Lifestyle on a
Minimum Wage

Languages
Tech
Music
Maths

Physical
Education
Science
Social
Studies

STEAM Monday

Semester Two

ARTEXH
Art

Aspiring Artists Exhibition
You will work towards an exhibition alongside creative mentors. You will be visiting gallery spaces and open studios and will produce a series of meaningful
works to be exhibited in a community space

CRTDES
Technology

Creative Design
This course has design elements that will be ‘drawn up’ in the form of graphical communication, to which the projects will be built. Learn how to draw,
measure, cut and use power tools and 3D printing in a practical situation to produce several projects.

DIGSKL

Digital Skills Passport
You will gain knowledge, skills and understanding of the design thinking process and computer aided design. You will learn the steps to follow to develop
digital media outcomes and to use appropriate tools, techniques and design elements using a variety of applications.

Technology
MCRBMN
Science

Microbe Mania
Explore the exciting world of microbes! We will study the different types of microscopic organisms, by using microscopes and culturing bacteria and fungi.
We will study how microbes are important in everyday life – both good and bad. This may include digestion, food manufacture, waste treatment and
nutrient recycling. We will study how microbes can be harmful to the human body and body’s defence mechanism.

MKRSPC
Technology

Makerspace
You will use a combination of 21st Century equipment and technology to create solutions for real world problems.

PHTPHX
Science

Phat Physics
You will make sense of the wizardry and wonder of physics. This course aims to link theoretical knowledge with practical experiences. You will be
undertaking experiments and keeping a log of your observations and findings. You will link what you experience in your experiments to the wonderful world
of forces and motion.
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Semester Two

STEAM Monday

PREDFR
Technology,
Science &
Mathematics

Predator Free Taranaki
We can all play a part to help protect and enhance our region’s precious biodiversity. Currently rats, possums and mustelids (stoats, ferrets, weasels) are
wreaking havoc on our native environment. This course looks at different ways that we can use science, technology and maths to help eradicate these pests.
We will analyse current trapping statistics in the region and look at different trapping methods, build our own traps and set them in our local environment
and investigate new and inventive ways to improve on what the Regional Council are already doing

PWRFSH
Technology
& English

The Power of Fashion
“Be the change you want to see in the world”. As an individual you can directly impact your environment with a statement. What are you passionate about?
What message do you want to put out into the world? You will use a fashion to promote your message to the world by up-cycling a garment in a creative
and thought provoking way. You will experiment with embroidery, screen printing, bleaching and dyeing, documenting this in a portfolio.

REELIF
English

Reel Life
Let’s get visual. Study films and see what is going on in real life. See how other people have lived. What can we learn from them? Close viewing, posters,
storyboards, comic will all help to show your understanding.

SPRTEX
Physical
Education

Sports Excellence
In this course you will challenge and test your fitness, develop skills, improve your understanding of game tactics and strategies. You will need to be an
active participant and prepared to develop your own leadership, team work and communication skills. This course can be taken for one or both semesters

SRVFUT
Social
Studies

Survival of the Future
In this course you will learn about the state and future of our planet and society by exploring topics such as poverty, the population bomb, social networking,
distribution of wealth and resources, the water crisis, global warming, pollution, globalisation and much much more. You will then research a current world
issues of your choice. This course is a great follow on from “Blast from the Past” in Semester One.

TEAANY
Technology

Tea Anyone?
Imagine inviting someone to sip on a cup of the finest teas, coffees or hot chocolate while they savour delicately made finger food sized treats, both savoury
and sweet. During this course you will provide a special morning tea for a group of special people this gesture could give the group the perfect excuse to
catch up or to celebrate a special occasion or even to say thanks you to someone for their kindness.
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DRAGON
Social
Studies

Dragon’s Den
This is an introductory course that will start out basic economic concepts such as scarcity, wants and needs. You will then learn to do the basics for financial
awareness; opening a bank account, investing your money and balancing a budget. After you will learn what it takes to open a business that will provide a
product or service. Concepts covered will include marketing, entrepreneurship, slogans, logos and developing a business plan. You will then be part of a
Dragon’s Den module where you will explore the design process and marketing concepts for an innovative product and you will develop and devise a
business and marketing plan for it. You will be working alongside local business people and have the opportunity to learn by doing the real thing

DRKWOD
Drama

Darkwood Manor Mystery
You will use role play to explore the mystery of ‘’Darkwood Manor’. Who was responsible for Aunt Petunia’s demise? Learn the skills of character creation,
scripting and theatre technology such as lighting, staging and costuming. Work as a production team, communicating and compromising to produce an
original drama.

ERUPTS
Social
Studies

Taranaki Erupts!
Have you ever wondered what would happen if Mount Taranaki erupted? Are you prepared for an eruption? In this course you will learn about volcanoes
and different eruptions over time and around the world. We will also find out how well prepared Taranaki it for an eruption and what you should do?
Where is the safest place to be?

KAICUL
Technology

Kai Culture
What is culture? How do we see, understand and promote it? How is culture experienced and shared through food? This course will take you on a journey
of discovery as we look at the concept of culture and in particular how culture and food are related. You will have a different food experience each week,
which will give you the opportunity to investigate similarities and differences between these food experiences.

LYRBTS
Music

Lyrics and Beats
Music class with a focus on rock, folk and modern pop. Create your own songs, learn and perform on instruments. Study the development of different
lyrical and vocal styles. Write and perform your own lyrics.

MEDSCI
Science

Medical Science
Study the components and functions of various human anatomical systems such as circulatory, respiratory, muscular, sensory and reproductive systems.
Investigate the causes and effects of various complications/diseases relating to these systems and the scientific methods used to treat them.
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METNED
Technology

Meet a Need
3D Printing is a method of creation that requires only some basic computer skills and a few rules of thumb. This course will allow students to discover for
themselves the potential and limitations of 3D Printing though a build intensive design project. This course is an excellent option for anyone who ever
wanted to prototype an invention, create a work of art, customise a product or just make something cool.

MISMRS
Science &
English

Mission to Mars
Imagine if you had the chance to travel to Mars! This course will give you the opportunity to study aspect of and the difficulties of space travel and living on
another planet. You will use resources from both English and Science to explore the history of space travel and assess the potential for this to happen in the
future.

NRTNAT
Science &
Art

Nurture Nature: Creating art and growing plants
Do you love nature? Take a trip to local forests, use your phone to photograph and journal while collecting native seeds and seedlings. Then take care of
your plants and grow your own jungle. Grow your own garden and grow your imagination at the same time!

SPARKS
Technology

Bright Sparks
This is an advanced electronics course in which we will research games and make some microprocessor based products. This course includes but is not
limited to 3D printing, microprocessor programming and practical electronics skills.

STRTSTYL
Technology

Street Style
You will research popular street culture movements from hip hop to punk, goth to hipster. You will then choose one to influence your own work, designing a
label and brand to make a head to toe look. Experiment with dyeing, bleaching, distressing, upcycling and screen printing to make one garment from your
look.

TOOLTM
Technology

Tool Time
Design and build garden art and garden tools. You will research concepts and ideas, prepare final drawings and learn finishing techniques to make your final
design.

XPAINT

Experimental Painting
Have fun with paint. Try it, twist it, throw it, spray it, scrape it or squash it. How do you create something different? Distort, adapt, exaggerate and
transform! Experiment with paint, create your own patterns and textures and discover some new techniques for creating paintings.

Art
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ACTERTH
Science

Active Earth
There are thousands of earthquakes in New Zealand every year. In this course you will find out how and why natural disasters occur in New Zealand. We will
explore earthquakes, volcanoes, tsunamis as well as investigating the natural disasters that have occurred in New Zealand’s history.

AMSPOR
American Sports
In this course you will study the management of the four major sports leagues in North America (NFL, NBA, MLB and NHL). You will learn about salary caps,
Social
free agency, sports economics, analytics and sports management.
Studies &
Mathematics
CLTVIL
ESOL

Our Cultural Village (English Language Learning)
This content of each student’s course will depend on their level of English language proficiency – reading, writing, listening and speaking with an emphasis on
communication skills

ELMUND
Languages

El Mundo
A fun introduction to Spanish for students curious about the Hispanic culture. This course is designed to develop basic oral and communication skills. This
course will suit students who have selected junior Spanish and also students wishing to learn more aspects of Spanish.

HELTHYHB
Technology

Healthy Hamburgers
Obesity and Type 2 Diabetes are among the most common and costly disorders worldwide. It is increasingly affect children and young adults. Teaching kids
to develop healthy food options is something we can all do to ensure healthy futures. Did you know you need protein (such as meat, cheese and beans) to
build muscles; calcium for strong bones and teeth, fruit and veggies to make you smart; and carbohydrates for energy? Did you know there are healthy
alternatives to replace takeaway meals? In the course you will enter into a Healthy Hamburger competition and design and create a mean as “healthy”
burger. You will learn about why we need food, the main food groups and you will look a the workings of the human digestive system.

INNMUS
Music

Innovative Music
Create original music using a DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) using programmes like Garageband and Soundtrap. Explore the differences and similarties
between acoustic instruments and digital instruments.

LIFWAG

Living a Maximum Lifestyle on a Minimum Wage
For many of us our very first job will be paid at minimum wage. This type of job is a great way to earn some spending money, but is it possible to support
Mathematics yourself on a minimum wage? What does it actually cost to live by yourself, pay your own bills and buy all your own food? In this course you will calculate
yearly expenses for a person earning minimum wage and then you will prepare your own budget.
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MANATU
Maori &
Physical
Education

Te Mana o Tu
In this course, you will have the opportunity to learn Karakia and simple Te Reo language associated with physical activity. You will engage in a combination
of physical activities including traditional Maori games (Ki o Rahi, Mau Rakau, Parekura) combined with touch rugby, basketball, boxfit and other activities.

MKRSPC
Technology

Makerspace
Students will use a combination of 21st Century equipment and technology to create solutions for real world problems.

MOIDES
Art

2 Stones, 3 Kete, 1 Journey – Maori Art and Design
Explore your imagination using ancient knowledge and legendary heroes as a vehicle to express yourself. You will gain an understanding of kowhaiwhai
design, tukutuku, whakairo and ta moko pattern. This will be transformed into artworks using contemporary materials such as stencil, paint, dyed harakeke
and resin using leading artists practice as inspiration.

NAVADO
Physical
Education &
Health

Navigating Adolescence
Being a teenager is a time of tremendous change and for an adolescent, the world can be a confusing place. Having the skills and knowledge to navigate
adolescence with confidence and resilience is vital. This course will cover a wide range of topic in order for you to build and maintain wellbeing/hauora.
Topics may include: mental health, food labels, screen time and online safety, healthy relationships, sexuality, sleep, conflict, resolution, goal setting, peer
pressure, self-esteem and managing risk.

ND4SPD
Science

Need for Speed
Fancy racing a drone? Want to make a water rocket? How about a CO2 dragster? Or a RC Airplane? Make your choice, apply the principles of physics to
your project and join the Spotswood College Racing Team (not really a thing…yet…) Concepts for scientific inquiry include: Newton’s Laws of Motion, speed
and acceleration graphs, forces and energy. Bring your passion for any one of the activities listed above or something similar and let’s race!

TRUDET
Social
Studies

True Detectives
Come on a journey to help us understand more about crime that affects us, the victims, the villains and the solutions to crime. From burglary to hate crime,
we will look at the types of crime people get affected by every day. Put yourself inside the heads of the criminals and find out what motivates them and why.
Find out about what makes people and groups more vulnerable to crime and how we can protect them. Think about urban design and how we can design
our community to be safer, inclusive and caring. We will partner with the New Zealand Police and the New Plymouth District Council in this programme.
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LEARNING SUPPORT FACULTY
If your child is in JNRE in Year 9 or 10 in 2020, their week will look slightly different from the mainstream junior timetable.

JNRE students will participate in two STEAM courses which will allow our students to be supported as much as possible.
During the third STEAM, instead of a STEAM course, they will participate in the:

JNRE Integrated Programme - ‘Just the Tip of the Iceberg’

All JNRE students will be taught Literacy and Numeracy courses in the Learning Support Faculty within this integrated programme.
Additionally, JNRE students will participate in:



Learning Advisory



Widening of the Mind



Active Movement and



Community Connect.

During Inquiry, JNRE students will be taking part in the integrated programme.

Other junior students attached to the Learning Support Faculty will follow the whole school junior timetable and choose all three STEAM
options. They may be taking part in aspects of the Integrated Programme.

A member of the Learning Support Faculty teaching staff will meet with you and your child to confirm subject selection early in Term 4
2018.
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Learning Support

TIPICE
Integrated
Programme:
Learning
Support

Just the Tip of the Iceberg
What we see in our own life and the community around us is just the tip of the iceberg.
How do we achieve success, accept differences, manage our emotions, develop independence and have fun in our school and wider community?
Students will develop their literacy, numeracy, technology, self-management, collaborative and problem solving skills in a range of authentic learning settings.


What is diversity? Developing empathy and greater cultural awareness. Where do we belong? How do we belong?



Hauora - emotional wellbeing, understanding our emotions. Keeping safe - personal, money and cyber wise attitudes.



Healthy choices - horticulture and cooking skills, movement and mindfulness.



Inquiry - How can we make Spotswood College even more inclusive and successfully take part in our school life?



Connecting to our Community - Volunteer Student Army, accessing facilities, fundraising.
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STUDENT SUBJECT SELECTION FORMS
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